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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this article is to study the first-order differential equation 
u, + c(x) ux =f(x, u) for (t, x)E [0, co) x [0, l] (1) 
with the initial condition 
u(0, x) = u(x) for XE [0, 11. (2) 
Equation (1) arises in a natural way as a model of nonhomogeneous 
population of cells [6]. Under certain regularity conditions (I), (2) 
generate a semiflow (S,},,, on C[O, l] defined by the formula 
S,4x) = 44 xl, 
where u is the solution of (l), (2). It is known [3,6] that such semiflow 
may exhibit irregular “chaotic” behaviour. This property of the semiflow is 
closely related with the fact that for such semiflow it is possible to 
construct an invariant measure having nontrivial ergodic properties. For 
example, Brunovsky and Komornik 163 proved the existence of an 
invariant measure such that {S,} is exact. We recall that {S, > is exact on a 
measure space (X, Z; 11) with a probabilistic invariant measure p if the 
a-algebra fl I, 0 S,‘(Z) contains only sets of measure zero or one 
(Rochlin [S]). Exactness is a strong property, implying ergodicity and 
mixing. 
Our aim is to show the existence of an exact invariant measure p having 
some additional properties. Namely, ~1 is positive on every nonempty open 
subset and the second moment of p is finite. From these properties of p 
follow additional features of {S,} : chaos in the sense of Auslander and 
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Yorke [l] and the existence of turbulent trajectories in the sense of 
Bass [2]. The above-mentioned features of (S,} were studied by different 
methods in the papers of Lasota [6], Brunovsky [3], and toskot [7]. 
2. SEMIFLOW S 
In this section and throughout the paper we shall assume that c and S 
are given continuously differentiable functions satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) c(0) = 0, c(x) > 0 for x > 0, 
(ii) f(O, 0) = 0, f,(O, 0) > 0, 
(iii) f,(O, 0) # 0 as soon as f(0, U) = 0, 
(iv) if f(0, U) #O for every u > 0 (U CO), then there are constants 
p,, > 0, M > 0, and 6, > 0 such that If(x, u)l > 6,, for x E [0, pO] and u > M 
(u< -M), 
(v) If(x, u)l <k, + k,lul for some k,, k, 2 0 and all XE [0, 11, 
UER. 
The basic fact about Eq. (1) are established in [4, 61. We recall a few 
simple results from [4] which are necessary for understanding of our 
paper. All functions spaces below are endowed with the topology of 
uniform convergence on compact sets. 
PROPOSITION 1. For every UE C[O, l] problem (l), (2) has a unique 
solution UEC([O, 00)x [O,l]). The map S: [0, oo)xC[O, l]-C[O, l] 
defined by (S(v)(x) = u(t, x), where u satisfies (l), (2), is a continuous 
semiflow on C[O, 11. Similarly, zf VE C(0, 11, then there exists a unique 
solution of (l), (2) defined on the set [0, co) x (0, 11. This means that the 
semifrow {S,} may be extended to the space C(0, 11. 
Note that we understand the solution in a generalized sense, as a limit of 
C’ functions satisfying (1) everywhere. Now we shall construct two 
invariant subsets respect to {S,}. Denote by U, the least positive root of 
the equation f(0, U) = 0 if such a root exists; if it does not exist, put 
U+ = cc. Analogously, denote by up the greatest negative root of the 
equationf(0, u) = 0 if such a root exists; if it does not exist, put u- = -co. 
PROPOSITION 2. If u + < co (u _ > -00 ), then there exists a unique 
solution w+(x) (w-(x)) of the stationary equation 
C(X)W'(X)=f(X, w) (3) 
satisfying w+(O)=u+ (w-(0)=24_). 
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If u + = cc (up = -co), then we set W+ = in (W = -co). Let 
w= {UEC(O, 11: w~(x)<u(x)<~+(x)forxE(O, l]} 
and 
w,= {UEC[O, l] : WI_ (x) < Y(X) < w+(x) for x E [0, l] and u(0) = 0). 
Denote by T,, t 2 0, the left shift on C[O, co) defined by 
(T,cp)(s)=cp(t+s) for t,s30 and ~EC[O,~O). 
Let h be a strictly increasing continuous function from R onto 
(w-(l), w+(l)). Define the mapping @: W-+C[O, co) by (h)(t)= 
h-‘(S,u( 1)). 
PROPOSITION 3. The sets W and W,, are invariant under {S,}. The 
mapping @ is a homomorphism of W onto C[O, 00) and satisfies 
@OS,= T,o@ for t 20. (4) 
The inverse function to @ will be denoted by Q. 
3. INVARIANT MEASURE AND TURBULENCE 
Now we are in a position to state our main result. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a probabilistic measure p defined on the 
o-algebra of Bore1 subsets of W, satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) p is inuariant under {S,}, 
(b) p(Per) = 0, where Per is the set of periodic points of {S,), 
(c) {St> is exact on ( Wo, W( Wok pL), 
(d) each nonempty open subset of W, has positive measure, 
(e) the second moment of u isfinite, i.e., 
s llvl12 Adv) < ~0. WO 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in Section 6. Sections 4 and 5 are 
devoted to some auxiliary results. 
Now we give some examples of application. First, our semiflow is 
mixing, that is, 
lim ,u(S;‘(A) n B) = p(A) ,u(B) 
,+oD 
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for all A, BE 93(X). From this and from condition (d) of Theorem 1 follows 
immediately 
COROLLARY 1 (chaos). The semiflow {S,} satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(a) every point v E W,, is unstable, 
(b) there exists VE W, such that the trajectory of v is dense in W,. 
Now we shall discuss the problem of the existence of turbulent solutions. 
Let u be a solution of (1). We say that u is strongly turbulent in the sense 
of Bass if there exist functions v,, E C[O, l] and y E C( [0, co) x [0, 11) such 
that 
(a) lim,,, (l/t) jf, 4s, x) ds = v&h 
(b) lim,,, (l/t) jr, Cub, x) - v,(x)lC4s + 7, x) - v&)1 ds = Y(G x1, 
(c) ~(0, x) & 0 and lim, _ co y(z, x) = 0, 
and the convergence in (a), (b), (c) is uniform for x E [0, 11. 
COROLLARY 2. For almost every v E W, the solution of (I), (2) is 
strongly turbulent. 
Proof According to Theorem l(e) the map F: W, + C[O, 1 ] defined by 
F(v) = v is p-integrable. The measure p is ergodic and invariant under {S,}. 
From the ergodic theorem for Banach valued random variables [S] for 
almost every v E W, we have 
lim f 1’ u(s, x) ds = lim 11’ S,v ds = 1 
t-cot 0 t-cot I) w(dv) = vdx) WO 
uniformly on C[O, 1). Again, according to Theorem l(e) for every r 2 0 the 
maps G,(v) = (v - v,)(S,v - v,,) are p-integrable. One more using the 
ergodic theorem we obtain 
I’(? x) = ,I!: f j; [u(s, x) - v,(x)] [u(s + T, x) - v,(x)] ds 
= Jit f j; GAS,v) dt = J, G,(v) ddv) 
for almost every v E W,. From Theorem l(d) it follows that ~(0, x) f 0. 
Finally, mixing implies 
lim y(r, x) = lim j G,(u) p(dv) = r-m T-,x2 wo SW, (v - u,,) p(d~)]~ = O. 
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Remark. The turbulent solutions of (1) was examined in [7] under the 
additional assumptions thatf(x, U) = g(x, U) u and g(0, 0)/c’(O) 2 1. We use 
the word “strong” in the definition of the turbulence to underline the 
uniform convergence in conditions (a), (b), (c) because in [7] the 
pointwise convergence is assumed. 
4. SHIFT ON C[O, CO) 
In this section we construct an invariant measure under the shift 
semiflow ( T,}. 
Denote by &I = 9I(C[O, co)) the a-algebra of Bore1 subset of C[O, co). 
Let wt, t 2 0, be a Brownian motion defined on a probability space 
(Q, C, P). Assume that the sample functions of w, are continuous. Denote 
by 9A the a-algebra of events generated by the process w, for t EA. Set 
5, = e’w,-1, for t 20. Then r, is a stationary Gaussian process with mean 
value El,=0 and correlation function E~,S,+,,=e~l’l. Let m be the 
measure on B(C[O, co)) induced by 5,. 
PROPOSITION 4. Semidynamical system (C[O, co), B(C[O, oo)), m, T,) is 
exact. Moreover, the set of periodic points of {T,} has zero measure. 
Proof: By the stationarity of 5, the measure m is invariant under {T,}, 
i.e., m(A) =m(T;‘(A)) for A ~33 and t >O. From the law of iterated 
logarithm it follows that 
with probability 1. Condition (5) implies that the set of bounded functions 
has zero measure. Thus the set of periodic points of {T,} has also zero 
measure. Now we prove that {T,} is exact. The a-algebra T;‘(g) is 
generated by the process 5, for t 2 s. Therefore, for every A E T,‘(B) we 
have A E Ft,,, +, . Let AEn,,,T,-l(a). Then AEn,,,S$.,, and 
according to Blumenthal’s zero-one law, m(A) is zero or one. This 
completes the proof. 
Remark. The process r, = e’w,-z,, t E R, induces a measure on the space 
C(R). Then the shift on C(R) with such measure is a K-flow ( [8]). 
Now we establish an auxiliary result concerning the measure m. 
PROWSITION 5. Let c( and fi be positive numbers. Then there exist 
constants 1 and c such that for z > p/u we have 
m(cpEC[O, co):sup ~~(x)~-az-~x>O)~;le-cz2. (6) 
X30 
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Proof. Before passing to the proof of (6) we verify the inequality 
44 -a=/21 P(max ]w,] >a)<-e 
J- 
for a, t > 0. 
a 2n 
(7) sst 
In fact, using the following estimate of the normal distribution function 
&j:e-X212dx<ke-y2i2 for y>O, 
we obtain 
P(max Iw,] > a) d 2P(max W, > a) = - 
S<, S<, 
& [Ifi e-x212 dx 
Now we set 
po = m(cp E C[O, co): sup IQ(X)1 - a.2 - px > 0). 
X20 
According to the definition of m we have 
The function f(s) = CLZ& - (fl/2)J 1 s n s is nonnegative and increasing for 
SE (0, 11. From this it follows that 
P max{Iw,l:s~[e-*,e’~~]}>ctr~-Z~lne~k 
Further, using inequality (7) we obtain 
PO< f btc, 
k=l 
where 
b =‘fi k Bk exp - [(az + /3k/2)2/2e]. 
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For z>j@ we have h, < (8,/$/J) exp( -a2z2/2e) and b,, ,//I~ d 
exp( - /3’/2e). This implies 
- exp( - r2z2/2e - k/12/2e). 
Finally, letting 
G 
‘“=fl[l -exp(-B2/2e)] 
and 
we obtain (6). 
5. MAPPING Q 
Now we shall study the properties of the mapping Q = @-‘. We assume 
that for sufficiently large x the function h (cf. Proposition 3) satisfies the 
following additional condition: 
h(x)= x i 
if w+(l)=00 
w+(l)-epx if w+(l)<cc 
and 
/I(-x)= -xi 
if w_(l)= -co 
w_(l)+emmX if w_(l)> -cc 
PROPOSITION 6. Let II/ E C[O, co) and 
(8) 
Then 
lim (Q#)(x) = 0. (9) 
x-0 
PRoP~SITION 7. There exist positive constants u, /?, and y such that for 
every z > y and $ E C[O, co) from the inequality 
Ill/(x)l <cc? + Bx for XE [0, co) (10) 
follows 
I( <z for xE(0, I]. (11) 
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Before passing to the proof of our propositions, we introduce two 
auxiliary functions p and g. Let 
P(x)=J;&ds for xE(0, l] 
and let g(x, z) = w(x), where w is the solution of (3) satisfying the initial 
condition w( 1) = z. 
LEMMA 1. For t,b E C[O, 00) we have (Q@)(x) = g(x, h($(p(x)))). 
Proof. The mapping Q is given by the formula (Q$)(x) = ~(0, x), where 
u denotes the solution of (1) satisfying u(t, 1) = h($(t)). A simple 
computation shows that u(t, x) = g(x, h(+(t + p(x)))) and consequently 
(Qrl/)b) = dx, h($(Ax)))). 
LEMMA 2. The function p satisfies lim, _ ,, p(x) = cc. 
Proof: Let c,, = max c’(x). Then c(x) < c,,x and consequently 
This implies lim, --t 0 p(x) = co. 
Now we are ready to prove our propositions. 
Proof of Proposition 6. Assume (8) and suppose that (9) does not hold. 
Then there exist E > 0 and a decreasing sequence {x, > convergent o zero 
such that (Q+)(x,) 2.~ or cell/)(x,,) < --E. We consider only the first 
possibility. The reasoning in the second case is analogous. Again, we 
distinguish two cases u, = co and u+ < 00. 
1. Assume that u + = co. Then f (0, u) > 0 for u > 0. According to (iv) 
there exist positive constants p and 6 such that 
fk u)>6 for XE [0, p] and u 2 E. (12) 
Denote by w, the solution of (3) satisfying w,( 1) = h(ll/(p(x,))). According 
to Lemma 1 we have w,(x,) = (Q+)(x,) > E. Let n be such that x, < p. 
Then inequality (12) implies c(x) w:(x) > 6 for XE [x,, p] and con- 
sequently 
W,(P) 2 6 + s :~~~=&+G(P(x~)-P(P)). n 13) 
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Setting K, = max,, c , G 1 (k,/c(x)) and K, = max,,. rs ,(k,/c(x)) we obtain 
w;(x)> -K, - Kz Iw,,(x)l for XE [p, 11. (14) 
By (13) and Lemma 2 there exists n, such that w,(p) > (K,/K,) eK2 for 
n2n,. From this and inequality (14) it follows that w,,( 1) 3 
-K, I& + W,(P 1 e ~~ K2 for n b n, Applying this estimate to inequality ( 13) 
we obtain 
w,(l)> -K,/K,+(c--p(,o))e Kz+ckpK2p(~n). 
Thus there exist constants L, and L, > 0 such that 
~(W(xn))) 2 L, + L,P(Xn) for n2n,. (15) 
Since the right-hand side of (15) converges to infinity as n -+ co, for n 
sufficiently large we have h(tj(p(x,))) = $(p(x,)). From (15) it follows 
lim inf, $(p(x,))/p(x,) 3 Lz, which contradicts (8). 
2. Now, assume that u + < co. Since f,(O, u + ) < 0 and f(0, U) > 0 for 
u E (0, u + ), there exist positive constants p, r, 6, and A such that 
.I& u) < -1. for x~[O,p] and UE [u, -r, U, +r], (16) 
f(x, u) > 6 for XE [0, p] and UE [E, U, -21, (17) 
Iw+(x)-u+l -CT for XE [0, p]. (18) 
For n such that x, <p we denote by w, the solution of (3) satisfying 
w,(l) = h($(p(x,))). We have (Q$)(x,) = w,(x,) > E. We claim that for n 
sufficiently large there exists y E [x,, p] such that w,(y) 2 u + - r. Suppose 
not. Then w,(x) < U, -T for x E [x,, p] and consequently c(x) w:(x) > 6 
for XE [x,, p]. This implies that u + ~Ww.(P)-W,(X,)b6(P(X,)-P(P)). 
Which is impossible since p(x,) -+ cc as n -+ co. Let yn be the least number 
such that w,(y,)=u+-r and JJ,,~x,,. If w,(x,)>u+-r, then we set 
y, =x,. From the definition of y, it follows that 
~Mx?J - P(YJ) d u+. (19) 
Now we shall investigate the difference z,(x) = W+(X) - w,(x). According 
to (16) and (18), c(x) z;(x) < -k,,(x) for XE [y,, p] and z,(y,) <2r. 
Hence, 
Z,(P) G 27 exp(GO) -MY,)). (20) 
We estimate the function z, in the interval [p, 11. Notice that the graph of 
w, is contained in the region D between the graph of w+ and the graph of 
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the solution W of (3) satisfying G(p) = E. Setting y = max(,, ufEDfU(~, U) we 
obtain c(x) z;(x) < yz,Jx) for x E [p, 11. This implies 
z,(l)6 Z,(P) ew(w(p)). 
From inequalities (19), (20), (21) it follows that 
z,( 1) G L exp( - Mx,)), 
(21) 
where L = 27 exp(yp(p) + 1&p) + (/l/p)u+ ). This implies, according to the 
definition of z,, that 
h(~(p(x,)))~w+(l)-Lexp(-~~(x,)). (22) 
Since the right-hand side of (22) converges to w + (1) as n -+ 00, for n 
sufficiently large we have 
Finally, from inequality (22) it follows lim inf,tj( p(x,))/p(x,) > A, which 
contradicts (8). 
Proof of Proposition 7. Let pO, 6,, k,, kz, and M be as in conditions 
(iv), (v). We set K, =max{k,/c(x): XE [pO, l]}, K,=max{k,/c(x): 
x E [p,,, 1 ] }, tx = exp( - K2) and jl = p0 exp( -K,). We claim that then there 
exists y such that for z > y inequality (10) implies (11). Suppose not. Then 
there exist sequences (zn} and (xn} such that lim, z,= co, X,E (0, 11, 
1+(x,)\ <a~,+ fix,, and I( >z,. We consider only the case 
(Q$)(x~) > z,. The proof in the case (Q$)(x,) < -z, is analogous. Observe 
that U, = co. In fact, if u, -C co, then (Q$)(x)< w+(x) and consequently 
the function Q($) is bounded. Let w,, be the solution of (3) satisfying 
w,( 1) = h(+(p(x,))). According to Lemma 1 we have w,(x,) = (Q$)(x~) > 
z,. Since z, + co, we may assume that z, > M,, = max(M, (K,/K,) exp K2}. 
Let x, < pO. Then from the inequalities c(x) w;(x) B 6, for x E [x,, pO] and 
w:(x) > -K, - K2 /w,(x)1 for XE [pO, l] it follows that 
w,(l)2 -K,lK, + Czn + &(P(x,) - P(Po))I exp( -J&(1 -PO)). (23) 
Also in the case x,>p, the inequalities w;(x) B -K, - K21w,(x)J and 
p(x,)<p(p,) imply (23). Since z,-+ co, the right-hand side of (23) 
converges to infinity as n -+ co. Hence w,( 1) = $( p(x,)) for sufficiently 
large n. From (10) and (23) it follows that 
az, + PP(x,) 2 -K,lG + Cz, + MdxJ - P(PcJ)I exp( -J&(1 -PO)). 
By the definition of a and j?, this inequality may be rewritten in the form 
(e K2po- 1)(~,+6~p(x,))d (K,/K,) eKZ+SOp(pO) eK2Po. 
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Since p(x,) 30, the last inequality implies tha 
bounded. This contradicts the definition of {z,,}. 
.t the sequence {zn ] is 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
First observe that W, may be identified with a Bore1 subset of W defined 
by the formula 
In fact, VE m,, iff vE Wand lim,,, v(x) = 0. Similarly, each Bore1 subset of 
W, may be identified with a certain Bore1 subset of PO. Since the map 
@: W-, C[O, co) is a homeomorphism, @ is an invertible doubly 
measurable transformation from W,, onto @( W,). Let m be the measure on 
C[O, co) defined by the process 5,. Now we define a measure p on the 
a-algebra of Bore1 subsets of W,, by 
144 = WWN for A E a( W,). 
We prove that p( W,) = 1. According to Proposition 6 all functions satisfy- 
ing the condition lim, _ co $(x)/in x= 0 belong to @( W,). From this and 
from (5) it follows that m(@(W,,))=l. Since T,o@=@oS, for ta0, the 
dynamical systems ( W,,, 3?( W,), p, S,) and (CEO, cx ), W( CEO, 00 )), m, T,) 
are isomorphic. Therefore, conditions (a), (b), and (c) are a direct 
consequence of Proposition 4. 
Now we prove that p(A) > 0 for each nonempty open subset A of W,. 
We may assume, without loss of generality, that A is of the form 
A= {vE W,:cp,(x)<v(x)<cp,(x)forxE[O, l]}, 
where cpI, cp2 E CC& 1 I, cpI(0) < 0 < (~~(01, and Cal < v2(x) for XE CO, 11. 
Define the sequence { Ak} and { Bk) of subsets of W, by 
A,= UE W,:cp,(x)<u(~)<~~(x)forx~ 0,; 
{ [ I> , 
1 
1 
B,= VE W,:cp,(x)<v(x)<cp,(x)forx~ -, 1 [ II k . 
Since the sequence { Ak} is increasing and Up= 1 Ak = W,, for some integer 
j we have p(Aj) >O. According to the definition of p we have 
p(A) = P(A,! n Bj), where the sets A,! and Bj are given by 
A~={o~SZ:~,(t)<w,(~)<~~(t)fort~[O,a]), 
Bj’= {~~n:Il/~(t)<w,(~)<~~(t)for ts [a, 111, 
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where $A0 = fi @h)(-W/W~ ti2(t) = & @(~2)(-ln(f/2))p and 
a = exp( - 2p( l/j)). The set A,! belongs to the a-algebra FL,,, a3 and the set 
Bi belongs to the o-algebra Fro, i,. From the positivity of Wiener measure 
on the open sets it follows that P(Bi 1 w, = y) > 0 for every 
YE ($,(a), $*(a)). Hence, P(Bj 1 FIal) >O for almost every w such that 
w,(o) E ($i(a), $*(a)). In particular P(Bj 1 FIa,) > 0 almost everywhere on 
A,!. From the Markov property of Brownian motion it follows that 
p(A)=P(A;nB;)=j P(B;I$,,)dP>O, 
A; 
which completes the proof of (d). 
Finally we prove (e). According to Propositions 5 and 7 there exist 
positive constants y, A, and c such that 
p(u E W,: max Iv(x)1 > z) < ilCcz2 
XE co, 11 
for z>y. Hence 
p(uE IV,: IIuII*>z)<le-” 
for z > k, = [A] + 1. This estimate implies 
1, Ilull p(d~)<k#(~cJ+ f J ll~l12Pv~) 
k= kg vk 
<k,+ f A(k+l)epck, 
k = ko 
where Vk = {u E IV, : 11 ull * E [k, k + 1 ] }. The convergence of the last series 
implies (e) and completes the proof. 
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